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This is a heads-up about an important (critical) learning skill we all need to know about and develop.

The learning skill.

The learning skill is to be able to distinguish (filter) words you read or hear. You filter them so that the correct technical meaning and ideas get through to your brain. You distinguish the precise technical meaning from all others. Most people naively think we just read or hear and understand. Not so.

Outline of this note.

To better understand the learning skill, I'll first define the problem and its solution. Then I'll build a useful analogy and apply it to filtering technical readings and lectures for better understanding. I'll then discuss how to develop this learning skill, and show some examples of where it is needed. There is a short summary of skill building at the end, and a bibliography.

The critical learning skill of the title is the ability to dynamically (in real-time) filter what you read or hear so that you receive the intended technical meaning. It has been shown recently [1] that this skill is missing in many math students leading to their poor showing in math classes. We can reasonable assume the same missing learning skill in most novices in ANY technical field, and in fact even in many experienced technically oriented folks including journalists.

The problem.

Ordinary words are sometimes usurped for highly specialized technical use. The learning skill is to recognize the specialized, often unique, technical meaning stipulated by the writer or speaker. The problem as discussed in [1] is that students were not aware that word definitions (what they understand) can be either "extracted" from previous experience or "stipulated" in the subject at hand. Being unaware of this difference, the students fell back on their natural extracted word understanding and missed the stipulated meanings, thereby missing the technical concepts being taught. We need to be aware of the difference, to know how to adjust for the difference, and how to learn the correct meanings. This is the critical learning skill we need to develop.

Some people think this is merely the problem of knowing about contexts, and that meanings change with contexts. It is, and it is more. When in a specific technical context, the precision of definition is often very much higher than it is in common experience. This is from the very nature of science and technology,
which draw precise distinctions in order to isolate and analyze phenomena. Also, who is to say that we naturally and consciously learn about contexts and consciously learn to evaluate meanings relative to the current context? It seems from the cited study [1], that this is NOT a skill that either comes naturally or is taught. It is probably true that we all do adjust to context to some extent, in an unconscious untutored way. The point of this article is that the mental adjustment has to be tutored and conscious.

Anyone who has studied modern computer languages such as C++, C#, and Java is aware of the concept of "overloading". A function or method name can be reused (redefined) in a program (or object) so long as the argument list in each definition occurrence is unique in its number of arguments and or the type sequence of its arguments. This allows the compiler to disambiguate the function calls. The point of this article is that our mental adjustment that allows us to dynamically disambiguate has to be tutored and conscious.

The solution.

1. First we must consciously understand and realize (internalize) that there is a difference in some words (terminology) between what we know and what we have to learn in a new field.

2. We must focus on the stipulated meanings in the field under study and learn these new meanings. This is often aided by making notes in a notebook for review of definitions and procedures (if the words describe a process). This is a neglected language learning skill.

3. We have to develop the skill of recognizing the context being discussed and therefore which meaning of a term we should use. How do you get to Carnegie Hall (the learning skill)? Practice, Practice, Practice. How do you learn a new term? Practice it. I.e., use it at least three times in context.

A useful analogy.

A useful analogy is filtering light through a polarized lens [2, 3] as in Polaroid sunglasses. Polarized lenses let through light with a given linear polarization, say up-down. They filter out (block) light with horizontal (left-right) polarization. This takes out the glare from water, glass, metallic painted cars, and other non-bare metal, horizontally polarizing surfaces, making it easier to see them. In some cases it changes a blindingly bright scene into one that can be seen and appreciated. The blindingly bright light comes from the light energy being concentrated in the horizontal mode by surfaces that polarize the light.
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The trick to understanding polarized light and lenses is to realize that light can simultaneously contain light waves oscillating in ALL directions (circularly polarized light). The blindingly bright scene mentioned above contains mostly blinding horizontal light AND some useful vertical light. When the Polaroid lens filters out most of the horizontal light component, what's left is the clearly seen mostly vertically polarized view that can be appreciated.

Applying the analogy to the learning skill.

Applying this analogy to words and your brain is very direct. Your brain "sees" words in that the incoming words (written or aural) carry meaning which is sensed in your brain. What many people fail to realize is that words, like light, can simultaneously carry many meanings. Some meanings are at or near to what was intended, and other meanings are completely orthogonal (independent of) to what was intended. Just like circularly polarized light some of the correct meaning of words can get through without filtering (along with a lot of confusing garbage leading to some but poor or confused understanding).

In technical work, the "light" (word meaning) is often highly polarized in one direction. If we let in even a little of the wrongly directed light (other meanings) we miss the intended meaning completely.

Developing the learning skill

How do we develop this filtering skill? First, by fully realizing that words simultaneously carry multiple meanings. Next, by noting that in most cases there is one useful technical meaning that is intended in the context at hand, and that most other meanings are either not closely related, or if closely related, they can differ by a significant nuance. This is analogous to light that is polarized far away from the vertical, or if nearer to the vertical, is still significantly off the vertical.

This situation of confounding the meaning of words is particularly bad in computing. Computing is a fast-changing field that requires new terms at a high rate of introduction. The easiest way to coin a new term is to take an old one and refit it to a new meaning. Usually a term is chosen and its use modified slightly. It then gets misused by the press or colleagues who mutate its meaning until it can take on a radically different meaning.

The way to build the required critical learning skill (filter) so that it is available to apply in real-time, is to carefully note down those terms that are defined at variance to well known "common usage", and then review the list once in a while. By explicitly realizing the variant meaning when you come across it, you
tell your brain to note it. When you write it down and then review it, you reinforce the new meaning in your head. A well known principle of learning is based on The Bellman's Rule of Three [4]: using it three or more times will solidify it in your filter.

Some examples:

1. In IS project management we deal with the effort to do a project. We all know what effort is. Not so. The COCOMO [5] and related models of information systems development projects use the term "effort" in estimating project cost and duration. Effort is defined ONLY and precisely as person-months spent, and nothing else.

2. In object oriented analysis and design an object is a thing. Some noun or pronoun naming a thing. True but only slightly relevant as a learning tool. An object [6] is an instance of an encapsulation of data and the code needed to manipulate the data. This kind of an object can be used to represent the thing of interest - but it is not the thing itself.

3. In operating systems a process is, informally, a more or less clearly defined procedure for doing something. This does not help us understand operating systems. A process [7] is a single thread of executable code and ALL of the resources (such as CPU time, files, main memory space, and CPU registers) needed for its execution, and their important values (the state). This specific kind of process can execute the first kind.

4. In software development, to be agile is to be quick-moving, nimble, or active [8], reacting to the changing environment. Again, an analogous but not precise meaning. The agile manifesto [9] provides explicit criteria to judge whether or not a project is being done in an agile manner (four guidelines and 12 principles).

5. In discrete math we use a group of things. Sort of a set of similar things. Yes, but not helpful. Every element of a group possesses a very specific set of properties [10]. If a thing fails to have even one of the properties, it is NOT a member of the group. A group is exactly:

   a. A set of elements.
   b. A binary operation (*) combining two elements to give a third: \( d = a^*b \).
   c. The operation is associative: \( a^*(b^*c) = (a^*b)^*c \).
d. There is a special element (called the identity) e such that a^e = e^a = a for ALL elements a in the group

e. For each element a there is an element b (called the inverse of a) such that a^b = b^a = e.

The trick is to remember EXACTLY what the group properties are. IF you do, you will get the old joke that YOU too can join the group and associate with it only if you bring your own inverse.

6. In Object Oriented Programming (Java and UML in particular) we use the term "interface" [11]. Everyone should know the general meaning of the term and its use to describe the graphics mode of computer use. The OOP meaning includes the general meaning: the protocol for communication between two system components. The OOP meaning has some very specific additional meanings. So many that to just quote the general meaning of interface is to miss the critical difference. The protocol of the interface is the set of callable variables and methods. The interface (the set of variables and methods) has a stipulated name. If Class A is to provide the interface, it must:

a. Have a statement in a class (A) that it provides the named interface.

b. Provide the declarations in A of all callable elements of the interface - its variables and methods.

c. Provide the definitions in A of all callable elements of the interface - its variables and methods.

This major critical difference is that the author of class A must create the details of the named interface (write the set of variables and methods) and place them inside class A.

7. In example 6 above, we used two words in a highly precise technical meaning that may have slipped by unappreciated. We referred to both the declarations and the definitions of the interface elements. To declare a variable, for example, is to mention it in a stipulated syntax that causes memory to be assigned to hold it. However, to define it is to actually state the value to be held in memory.

8. "Speed" and "Velocity" are often misused. We talk of the velocity of light as a universal constant (in vacuum). Actually it is its speed that is constant. Its velocity is its speed in a given direction. Clearly, the direction of a beam of light is variable. Only its speed is not (in vacuum). Speed is a scalar. Velocity is a vector (scalar length + direction) [12].
9. "Equals" is a widely used term. In math we distinguish \( = \) from \( \equiv \). The first glyph means "has equal value", as in \( x = 2 \). The second glyph means "always has equal value" as in \( x \equiv (2x-x) \), for all possible \( x \) values..

In programming, we have different ways things can be equal. Two data items stored in different locations can have the same (=) value. Two data items, referred to by different names can be equal because their names actually refer to the same memory location. This is a stronger form of being equal. It is analogous to the math meaning of \( \equiv \).

So what do we mean when we program "A = B"? Actually neither! We mean take the value of B and assign it (store it into) A. Whether we store the actual data item or only store B's address in A is up to the programming language and syntax we are using. If we store the data then A and B are different but equal in value. If we store B's address in A, they are identical since both names refer to the same stored data item.

If at a later time we want to query their equality, we could say \( (A \equiv B) \) which is a test of their values and is true or false. In the second case above it yields false. The values of the memory data differ. One is a value and one is an address. In this case, the syntax gives us a smarter test. We could say \( (A.equals(B)) \), which tests this case properly and returns true only if they both refer to the same stored item.

10. Parameter is an overloaded word, meaning that is has multiple technical meanings. A parameter is a constant that can change. It does not change as often or as much as a variable, but it can change. A constant never changes. There are religious wars over when a parameter is a variable or a constant.

On the other hand a parameter is an element in a list that is sent into a program through its calling sequence. The input parameter can be a constant, a variable, or a parameter (meaning 1). So, what am I saying when I say that the first parameter is the variable \( x \), the second called parameter is a constant \( c \), and the third is a parameter of the process? [13].

11. The word "list" used in 10 above is another example. The meaning there is of a sequential set of symbols which are usually names set off by commas - something like a shopping list. However list also has a
technical meaning. It is a data structure wherein each piece of data is paired with an address field containing the address of the next list item.

There are also two special list items. The first, (called TOP) has no data and is just the address of the actual first data/address list item. The second is actually the very last list item. It has a data field but no valid address in its address field. Instead, it contains a marker that indicates to list processing programs that they have processed to the end of the list.

What is interesting and confusing is that the simple list in the parameter list is often stored in a list data structure for further processing.

Summary:

1. There are unique useful technical meanings to some ordinary words.
2. Consciously notice them.
3. Note them down when first encountered.
4. Review the list.
5. It also helps to use each one at least three times.
6. Expect to see them on tests and in the rest of your career.
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"Just the place for a Snark! I have said it twice:
That alone should encourage the crew.
Just the place for a Snark! I have said it thrice:
What I tell you three times is true."


[12] Any textbook on basic physics or vector analysis.
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